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THE NUMBER OF IRREDUCIBLE FACTORS OF A POLYNOMIAL. I

CHRISTOPHER G. PINNER AND JEFFREY D. VAALER

Abstract. Let F(x) be a polynomial with coefficients in an algebraic number

field k . We estimate the number of irreducible cyclotomic factors of F in

k[x], the number of irreducible noncyclotomic factors of F , the number of

nth roots of unity among the roots of F, and the number of primitive nth

roots of unity among the roots of F . All of these quantities are counted with

multiplicity and estimated by expressions which depend explicitly on k , on the

degree of F and height of F , and (when appropriate) on n . We show by

constructing examples that some of our results are essentially sharp.

1. Introduction

Let k be an algebraic number field and Fix) a polynomial in k[x] with

degree d(F) and F(0) ^0. We consider the problem of estimating the number
of irreducible factors of F in k[x] in terms of d(F) and of the height of

F. We write H(F) for the absolute homogeneous height of the vector of
coefficients of F and define this precisely in (2.3). In the present paper we

count irreducible factors of F with multiplicity. In a later paper of this series
we give estimates for the number of distinct irreducible factors, that is, we

count irreducible factors without multiplicity. Both of these problems have
been studied in the case k = Q by Schinzel [11, 12] and Dobrowolski [7], As

is clear from their work it is natural to give separate estimates for the number
of cyclotomic factors and for the number of noncyclotomic factors.

Let <t>n(x) in Z[jc] denote the nth cyclotomic polynomial. We assume that
<!>„ factors in k[x] as

S(k;n)

*»(*)= n *».*(*)>
s=X

where each factor <_>„iiS is monic and irreducible in k[x]. If £„ is a primitive

nth root of unity then each factor <_>„,.$ has degree [k{Çn) :k]. As Q(C„)/Q is
Galois we have

(1.1) [fc(C0:ik1 = [Q(C,):fcnQO=[fcn;((g);Q].

It follows that

(1.2) ô(k;n) = [knQiC„):Q]<[k':Q],
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810 C. G. PINNER AND J. D. VAALER

where k' C k is the maximum abelian subfield of k. Indeed, ô(k' ; n) =

ôik;n) since each factor <¡>„,s(x) occurs in k'[x]. Next we suppose that

F(x) factors into irreducible polynomials in k[x] as

{oo S(k;n)

n n *«.
n=X   s=X

Hexe ein, s) > 0, m(i) > 1, and fi(x), i = 1,2,..., I, axe distinct, ir-
reducible, noncyclotomic polynomials in k[x]. There will be no loss of gen-

erality if we assume that F is monic and hence that each fi is monic and

has d(fi) > 1. Of course e(n, s) = 0 for all but finitely many pairs {n, s} ,
1 < s < ô(k; n). Thus the total number of cyclotomic factors of F counted

with multiplicity is Yln°=\ Htsii"^ e(n > s) > an^ me total number of noncyclo-

tomic factors counted with multiplicity is YlUx m(*) ■ Obviously we have the
trivial bound

oo i(k;n) I

(1.4) Y, £ e(n,s) + ̂ Tm(i)<d(F),
n=X   i=l ¿=1

and in general nothing more can be said. However, if d(F) is large compared

with log H(F) we may expect to obtain sharper bounds. In this regard it will

be convenient to set

r = r(F) = max
\logv(F)''j'

where v(F) is defined in (2.3). The quantity v(F) is technically more conve-

nient for our purposes than the height of F . In fact we have

log H(F) < log v(F) < 2 log H(F)

so that the two are interchangeable in some of our results. We note, however,
that our bounds (1.7) and (1.8) contain constants which require us to use v(F).

Also, we let £, denote an algebraic number which is a root of fi.

Our main result is a system of five inequalities which give upper bounds

for certain sums containing the multiplicities e(n, s) and m(i). Here and
throughout this paper the constants implied by the Vinogradov symbol < are

absolute and computable constants. In particular they do not depend on the
field k . In two of our bounds a nontrivial field constant c(k) occurs. This is

defined by

(1.5)

c(k)=  lim X~x      Y     à(k;n)
X—»oo ^—f

S(k;l)2tp(J/l)

[k(M : k]<X

n('+^)p E f(0(//0

where / = J(k) = min{./ > 1 : k' ç Q(Ç/)} . Of course the integer / is finite

by the theorem of Kronecker-Weber. In particular we have

c^>        C(6)
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and more generally there is the upper bound

(1.6) c(k)<^^lmin{[k':Q]2, xiJ)[k':Q], J},

where x is the divisor function. We prove the identity (1.5) and the estimate

(1.6) in Lemma 12.

Theorem 1. Let Fix) in k[x] satisfy F(0) ^ 0 and factor into irreducible

polynomials in k[x] as in (1.3). Then the multiplicities of the irreducible factors

of F satisfy the following five inequalities:
For every e > 0 and r > ro(e),

oo 8(k;n) ,   íir.\X        \ 1/2

(1.7) X>(fc;n)-' Y e(n,s)<(l+e)d(F)(C-^>p^)     ,
n=X s=X ^ '

for every e > 0 and r>rx(e,k),

(1.8)     e'tíV *) < q+*mf) (c-^^y2,
n=X    s=X ^ '

(1.9) Y »WW« : Q(«l « WI* '■ Q]r(1ogiog3r)3 -

for each positive integer n <r,

S(k;m) j-

(1.10) Y £ eim,s)diOm>s)«diF)(^)     ,
m\n    s=X

and for each integer n such that (pin) < r,

(Uï-'--<-(^),/2{i+(i^y)T

As will be shown by examples which we give in §4, the bounds (1.7) and (1.8)

are essentially sharp. In case k = Q these bounds coalesce. In this case they
were obtained by Schinzel [12, Theorem 2] but with an extra factor of log log r

on the right-hand side. The constant

c(Q)1/2=(^|jP)1/2 = 1.39412...

which occurs in (1.7) and (1.8) when k = Q may not be best possible. However,

we will show that it cannot be replaced by a constant smaller than

3(3W2
^f—= 1.299038 •••.4

More generally, let F be a positive integer, L ^ 2 mod 4, and set

f 2F    ifF= 1 orF = 3mod4,

(L12) K=\L      ifF = 0mod4.
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If k = Q(Cl) then 7(Q(fL)) = £ and

In this case we will show that the constant given by ( 1.13) and occurring in ( 1.8)

cannot be replaced by a constant smaller than

(")"2n(-¿)-
p\K

It may be of interest to note that the ratio

«-Ifl'ï-^l^nH))"
^{*r—■ ■■

The inequality (1.9) sharpens a result of Dobrowolski [7, Theorem 2], who

also considered the case k = Q. In fact our result simply reflects a more efficient

use of Dobrowolski's lower bound for the height of a nonzero algebraic integer

which is not a root of unity.

The inequality (1.10) bounds the total number counted with multiplicity of

nth roots of unity among the roots of F. In a similar manner (1.11) gives

a bound on the number of primitive nth roots of unity among the roots of
F. Both of these results follow from slightly stronger but more complicated

inequalities which are sharp except for a precise determination of the implied
constants. We give further examples in §4 to indicate this. In the case k =

Q Schinzel [ 12, Theorem 2] has shown that the maximum multiplicity of an

irreducible factor is «: diF)r~xl2. Our inequalities (1.9), (1.10) and (1.11)
give more precise information and plainly imply Schnizel's bound.

2. Inequalities for polynomials

In this section we develop some of the main tools which we use to establish

Theorem 1. At each place v of the number field k we write K for the comple-

tion of k at v, kv for an algebraic closure of K , and Ylv for the completion

of kv . As is well known, the field Ylv is then complete as a metric space and

algebraically closed. Also, we introduce two normalized absolute values | \v

and || ||„ on Ylv which are related by

i i   - ii \\d«ld
I If ~ II Ik    '

where d = [k : Q] and dv = [ky : Qv] is the local degree. If v\oo then

|| ||„ restricted to Q is the usual Archimedean absolute value. If p is a prime
number and v\p then || ||v restricted to Q is the usual p-adic absolute value.

Let

L L

(2.1) Fix) = YatXl = aL\\ix-al)
1=0 l=X
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be a polynomial in Ylv[x] and not identically zero. We define the local Mahler

measure of F to be pv(F) where

L

(2.2) logßv(F) = log\aL\v + Ylo&+ la'l« ■
¡=x

We define the local height of F by

HV(F) = max \a¡\v ,     ifufoo,

and
{L >| dv/2d

£>,||5| ,        if«|oo.

There is a third local measure of F which we require and define by

vv(F) = sup{|F(z)|„ : z eYlv and |z|„ = 1}.

Now suppose that F is given by (2.1) but has its coefficients in k and hence

in Ylv for all places v of k . In this case we define the global Mahler measure

p(F), the global height H(F), and the global measure v(F) by

(2.3) p(F) = \\pv(F),    HiF) = l[HviF),      and    v(F) = Y[vv(F),
V V V

respectively. It can easily be shown that in each of these products only finitely

many factors are different from 1. Because of the way we have normalized

our absolute values | |„ and || ||v, the global quantities p, H and v do not

depend on the number field k which contains the coefficients of F. Thus we

may regard them as positive real valued functions defined on the not identically

zero polynomials in Q[x]. For completeness we set p(F) = v(F) = H(F) = 0

if F is the zero polynomial.
If F is a monic, irreducible polynomial in Q[x] then by a result of Kronecker

we have p(F) = 1 if and only if F(x) = x or F(x) is cyclotomic. If F is

not x and not cyclotomic then it is known that logp(F) can be bounded away

from zero by a positive quantity which depends only on the degree of F. In

fact, Dobrowolski [7] has shown that if F is not x and not cyclotomic then

(2.4) mta{l.(!agi:)1}«to,rt/')

where L = d(F) is the degree of F . Simpler proofs of (2.4) have been given

by Cantor and Straus [5], Rausch [10] and Louboutin [9].

We now give several basic inequalities which relate the local and global func-

tions we have defined on polynomials. It will be useful to define

L

N(F)= Y 1.
/=o

a,¿0

so that N(F) is the number of nonzero coefficients of F.
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Lemma 2. Let F be a polynomial in Ylv[x] which is not identically zero. If

v \ co then

(2.5) pv(F) = Hv(F) = vv(F),

and if v\oo then

logHv(F) - ^-d(F)log2 < logpv(F) < logHv(F)
(2.6) d

< logvv(F) < logHV(F) + ¿ logTV(F).

Moreover, if F is in k[x] we have

(2.7) logH(F)<logv(F)<2logH(F).

Proof. Let F be given by (2.1) and v \ oo. Then pv(F) = HV(F) by [3,
Lemma 2]. The ring 3lv = {z e Ylv : \z\v < 1} has maximal ideal JZV = {z e

Ylv : \z\v < 1} and the index of JZV in Mv is infinite. It follows that there

exists zn in 3lv , \z0\v = 1, such that

L L

fJ|zo-a/|w = JJmax{l, \a¡\v}.
i=x i=x

Then we have

p.v(F) = \F(z0)\v < sup \F(z)\ = vv(F) < max \a¡\v = HV(F),
1*1.-1 *

and (2.5) follows immediately.
If v | co then

log//„(F) - ^r3(F)log2 < logpv(F) < log//„(F)

as in [3, Theorem 1 and Lemma 2]. Let Wv = {z e fi„:|z|„ = 1} be the

compact group of units in Ylv and let mv denote a Haar measure on the Borel

subsets of % normalized so that mv(%v) = 1. Then by Parseval's formula

and Cauchy's inequality,

U1 d„/2d
\\F(z)\\2vdmv(z)j        <uv(F)

il L \d"ld      r t >,dv/2d

=  sup   5^fl'z'
i2i»=1ll/=o      L,

(Í>/II5
W=0

N(F) dv/2d

This establishes the remaining inequalities in (2.6).

If F is a polynomial in k[x] we have

log//(F) < logu(F) < log//(F) + i log7V(F)

from the local estimates already proved. We now show that

(2.8) ilogJV(F)<log//(F)

and thereby establish (2.7). By the product formula,

w)=èfnN2)^in^^)4ièini^)}-
1=0  \ v ) \y\oo )    {1=0   \ü|oo / J
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Since Ylv\oo dv/d = 1 we may apply Holder's inequality to obtain

L     I \ / L \d"/d

EnN^nferf'i
/=0   \u|oo /        v|oo  \/=0 /

v|oo  \/=0 / u|oo

Now (2.8) follows by combining these estimates.

Again we suppose that F in Clv[x] has the form (2.1). If n > 0 is an integer

we write
., td\-

a*.m Vx
for the corresponding differential operator and note that

{D^F}(x) = Ya'Cn)xl~n
l=n

Lemma 3. Let F be a polynomial in Ylv[x]. For each nonnegative integer n
we have

uv(D^F)<uv(F)     ifi v\oo,

and
dv/d

vv(D(n)F)< (^\ "   uv(F)     ifv\oo..

where L = d(F) is the degree of F.

Proof. If v \ co then

vv(D{n)F) = Hv(D{n)F) = max
n<KL

*Q
< max \a¡\v = HV(F) = vv(F).

0<I<L

If u|co then by a well-known inequality of Bernstein (see [15, Vol. II, p. 11])

(2.9) uv(D^F)<Ld'/duv(F).

The general result now follows easily by an n-fold application of (2.9).

Lemma 4. Let F be a polynomial in Ylv[x], n a nonnegative integer and £, e

Ylv . If v f oo then

(2.10) \{DWF}(t)\v <uv(F)m¡a{l, \Ç\V}L-",

and if v | co then

(2.11) \{DWF}($)\v<uv(F)fy      max{l,|¿|„}¿-«,

where L = d(F) is the degree of F.

Proof. It plainly suffices to prove the result for n = 0 and then the general case
follows from the previous lemma. If n = 0 and v \ co we have

|F(£)|„ < max. |fl/i'|„ < Hv(F)max{l, \Ç\V}L = uv(F)max{l, |f|„}L.
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Now suppose that n = 0, u|oo and \Ç\V < 1. Then

\F(i)\v < sup \F(z)\v = vv(F)
l*|.<i

by the maximum modulus theorem. If n = 0, v\cc and 1 < |<j;|„ we have

\m\v = \z\t5>«r!)L-'
1=0

< IÍIÍ    sup
1=0

again using the maximum modulus theorem. But

sup
!*!.=>

Y^L-'
1=0

= sup
l*l.=I

Ya>z'
1=0

= MF),

which completes the proof of (2.11).

Next we suppose that F and G axe not identically zero polynomials in

Ylv[x], v \ co, with F given by (2.1) and

M

(2.12) Gix) = bM\[ix-ßm),        bM¿0.

If y e Ylv we set

m=X

diF,y)= Y 1.
/=i

and similarly for d(G,y). Then we define

M

X(F,G)= ^0(G,a/)log+|a/|„ + ^f3(F,ySm)log+|)?m|l,
l=\ m=X

L       M

~Y  S ^g\a,-ßm\v.
l=X   m=X

ßm^ai

Obviously =SJ is a symmetric function of its polynomial arguments and

(2.13) X(yF, G) = X(F, G)

for all y ^ 0 in Q„ . In view of the inequality

log|o, - ßm\v < log(max{|a/|„ , \ßm\v}) < log+ \a¡\v +log+ \ßm\v,

we have

(2.14) 0<5?V(F,G).

Also, the additive identity

(2.15) X(FXF2, G) = XiFx, G)+XiF2, G)

is easily verified.
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Lemma 5. Let F and G be not identically zero polynomials in Ylv[x], vfco.

// F and G have no common zeros in Ylv then

(2.16) Xv(F,G) = d(G) log Hv(F) + d(F) log Hv(G)-log\Res{F,G}\v,

where Res{F, G} is the resultant of F and G. If F has no multiple zeros in

Ylv then

(2.17) X(F, F) = (20(F) - 2) log//„(F) - log| Disc(F)|„ ,

where Disc(F) is the discriminant of F.

Proof. If F and G axe given by (2.1) and (2.12) and have no common zeros

then

X(F,(J)=r3(G)|l0g|flL|„+¿i0g+|a/|J+a(F)|l0g|eMk + ¿i0g+|)Ím|J

-|o(C7)log|aL|w+r3(F)log|^|í; + ¿¿log|a/-)3m|„l
I l=X m=X J

= d(G)logpv(F) + d(F)logpv(G) - log|Res{F, G}\v .

Now (2.16) follows from (2.5).
If F has no multiple zero we derive (2.17) in a similar manner using

L       L

(29(F) - 2) log |flL|u + Y Y loS Ia' - «ml« = lQg I Disc(F)|„ .
/=1  m=X

Let F and G be not identically zero polynomials in k[x]. Then £?V(F, G)

is defined for all finite places v of k. If we factor F and G into prod-

ucts of irreducible polynomials in k[x] then (2.15) and Lemma 5 imply that
X(F, G) = 0 for all but finitely many v . We therefore define

X:(k[x]\{0})x(k[x]\{0})^[0,œ)

by

X(F,G) = Y^v(F,G).
u-foo

It is clear that Sf satisfies the three elementary conditions (2.13), (2.14) and

(2.15) which already hold for each Z2ZV . If F and G are not identically zero
polynomials in Q[x] we may compute S'iF, G) with respect to any number

field k containing the coefficients of F and G. Because of the way we have

normalized the absolute values | |„ , the value of Jz^F, G) is independent of

our choice of k. Thus we may regard X as a map,

5f: (Q[x] \ {0}) x (QM \ {0}) - [0, oo).

Theorem 6. Let F and G be not identically zero polynomials in Q[x]. If

o e ^(Q/Q) is an automorphism of Q then

(2.18) -S%F,G)=S?io~xF, o~xG).

Proof. Let K be a number field which is a Galois extension of Q, v a finite

place of Q, and Vk,v the set of places of K which lie over v. Recall that
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the Galois group &(K/Q) acts on VK¡V (see [14, §1]). More precisely, if

w eVKiV and x e 3?(K/Q) then xw e Vk,v is the place determined by the

map y -* \\x~xy\\w on K, which is easily seen to be an absolute value. In fact

the map y -» ||T-1y|U is already normalized so that

(2.19) l|y|U = IIt-VIU
for all y e K. This is so because both sides of (2.19) plainly equal ||y||„ when

y is restricted to Q. For a Galois extension all local degrees over a fixed place

are equal. It follows that \yzw\ = \x~xy\w for all y e K. In particular, if y ¿ 0

then

(2.20)       y l°z\v\«> = E logM™= E logiT-^u,
w€Vk,v w&Vk,v w£Vk,v

and similarly with log replaced by log+ . If we select K so as to contain the
coefficients and roots of F and G, if we select x e 3?(K/Q) to be the restriction

of a to K, then (2.18) follows easily from (2.20).

The main inequality which we require for SZZ is the following upper bound.

Theorem 7. Let F and G be polynomials in k[x] having positive degree. Sup-

pose that G is irreducible and that Ge\\F, that is, e > 0 is an integer and is

the highest power of G which divides F. Then

(2.21)   X(F,G)<(d(F)-e)logp(G) + d(G)logu(F) + d(G)log(d{pV

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that F and G axe monic.
Let K be a finite extension of k in which F and G split completely as in
(2.1) and (2.12), respectively. For each fixed integer m, 1 < m < M, we may

write F as
L-e

F(x) = (x-ßm)eYl(x-y,,m),
1=X

where ßm ¥= 7i,m fox I = 1, 2, ... , L- e. It follows that

L-e

(D^F)(ßm)=]l(ßm-7,,m).
t=x

By our previous remarks we may compute Sf using places w of K. Then

applying the product formula in K we have

(2.22)
J?(F,(x-ßm))

{L-e L-e Ï

Y l08+ \yi,>«\w + (L- <?)l0g+ \ßm\w - Y lOg IW,m - ßm\w >
l=X /=1 J

= E ÍElog+ iw.«i« + (L - e)lQg+ ia»u } + E iog\i&e)F)ißm)\w.
w\oo K l=X )       w\oo

It is trivial that
L-e

(2.23) Y ElQg+ \yi.m\w < Y l°eßwiF) = Y logMF).
tD-foo /=1 tufoo u;too
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Applying (2.11) we find that

Yl0g\(&e)F)(ßm)\w
w\oo

(2.24) /iA
< Y lOgVw(F) +Y(L~ ^)l08+ \ßm\w + log M .

iw|oo íü|oo

Combining (2.22), (2.23) and (2.24), we conclude that

(2.25) &(F, (x-ßm)) < (L-e)Y^og+ \ßm\w+ logu(F)+ log F\.
W

(2.26) ^(<Dm , <D„) = |

Finally, we sum both sides of (2.25) over 1 < m < M to obtain the inequality

(2.21).

Lemma 8. Let <ï>„ denote the nth cyclotomic polynomial. If 1 < m < n then

(m)A(n/m)    ifm\n,

0 if m \ n,

where A is von Mangoldts function. For m = n we have

(2.27) ^(<D„, <&„) = <p(n) logn - Y VWDMD ■
l\n

Proof. Using (2.16), (2.17) and the product formula in Q we find that

(2.28) X(<t>m, <D„) = log | Res{<Pm, 0„}U

if 1 < m < n, and

(2.29) X(<¡>„ , <D„) = log| DiscjSMU.

Here | |oo in (2.28) and (2.29) is the usual Archimedean absolute value on Q.

Explicit formulas for the resultant and discriminant of cyclotomic polynomials

were derived by E. T. Lehmer [8] and, more simply, by T. Apóstol [1]. These
formulas lead immediately to the identities (2.26) and (2.27) in the statement

of the theorem.
We are now in position to prove some basic inequalities for the multiplicities

of the irreducible cyclotomic factors of a polynomial. If F(x) factors as in

(1.3) we write

S(k;n)

(2.30) a(n) = ô(k;n)-x  Y e(n,s)
s=x

for the average multiplicity of the cyclotomic factors 0„ ts, I <s <ô(k; n).

Theorem 9. Let F(x) in k[x] satisfy F(0) ^ 0 and factor into irreducible

polynomials in k[x] as in (1.3). Then for each positive integer n we have

Y a(m)tp(m)A(n/m)
m\n

oo

(2 31) + a(/l) EM") ~ <P(n/m)}A(m) + <p(n) Y a(ln)A(l)
{   '     ' m\n l=X

S(k'n) ZT,ß(F)\

<(p(n)logv(F) + (p(n)ô(k;n)-x Y' e(n> s)ioë (^¿)
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where Yl's=x     indicates a sum in which terms with e(n, s) = 0 are omitted.

Proof. From Theorem 6 it is clear that ¿¿?(®mtS, <P„) is constant for 1 < s <

ô(k ; m). In particular

Sf(<bm, <D„) = S(k; m)X(<t>m,s, <D„)

for each s, 1 < s < ô(k; m). Using the additivity and nonnegativity of Jz?

we obtain the lower bound

oo  5(k;m) I

X(F,<t>n)=Y  Y  e(m,s)X(^mtS,^n) + Y"i(i)X(fi,^n)
m=X    i=l i=X

oo

> ^a(m)^(Om,<D„).
m=X

Using the identities (2.26) and (2.27) we find that 2'(F, <P„) is bounded
from below by exactly the expression on the left-hand side of (2.31).

Next we apply Theorem 7 to establish an upper bound for Zz?(F, <P„). Since

logp(Q>n¡s) = 0 we have

6(k;n)

X(F,On)=    Y  ^(F,^n,s)
5=1

6(k;n)

< Y  {d(^,s)logu(F) + d(^n,s)log^Fl^

= <p(n)logv(F) + <p(n)ö(k;n)-x ¿ log (^}) •

5=1

Finally, for e(n, s) > 1 we use the inequality

b\e(n,s)J \e(n,s)J

for binomial coefficients (see [4]). The result follows by comparing the lower
bound and upper bound for X(F, 4>„).

Next we derive an inequality which will be used in our proof of (1.10). If

n > 1 is an integer and p is a prime number we set

T(n, p) = {np/m: m\n and p\m}.

Theorem 10. Let F be as in Theorem 9 and let p be a prime number.  Then

for each positive integer n we have

(2.32)    (log/7)^a(m)^(m)<nplogI/(F)+   £'   a(t)tpit)\og (^)r) ,
m\n t€T(n,p) \"P«Kl)S

where LZ't€T{n,p) indicates a sum in which terms with ait) = 0 are omitted.
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Proof. Let b(n) be the expression on the left-hand side of (2.31).  For each

positive integer t we have

E bw = E a(u)<p(u) Y A(w)+E ^("M") 1o&m
u\t u\t m\i u\t

oo oo    oo

+ Y Y a(lu)<p(u)A(l)    YY, a(lm)<p(m)A(l)
(2.33) /=1   u\t l=X m=X

lm\t

oo

= (logí) Y a(u)(piü) + E E ailu)q>iu)Ail).
u\t l=X   u\t

lu\t

It follows that

(2.34)
Y bit)=Y°{u)-Ybw

t&T(n,p) u\np u\n

= ilognp)Y aiu)tpiu) - ilogn)Ya(u)v(u)

u\np u\n

oo oo

+y Y am<p(u)M0 - Y E «(/"M")A(o
l=X u\np l=X  u\n

lu\np lu\n

= ilognp)   Y   a(t)<P(t) + ̂ ogp)Ya(m)<P(m)
tÇ.T(n,p) m\n

oo oo

+ E    E    ailu)<piu)Ail)-Y    Y    ailu)9iu)Ail).
l=X     u\np l=X       u\n

u\n, lu\np lu\n,lu\np

In order to obtain a lower bound for this expression we discard the third sum
on the right of (2.34) and note that the fourth sum is

oo

E    E    ailu)(piu)AH) = -    Y   ait)Y<P(t/l)Ml)
l=X       u\n l£T(n,p) l\t

lu^n,lu\np p\l

= -(logp)    Y   ait)Y<P(t/Pa)
(T ie\ t€T(n,p) p°\t
\¿.JJ) X<a

- - (£7)   S   ""»<"

> -(log2) y aw?(o.
t£T(n,p)

Thus we have

(2.36) Y    ¿W^(1os(t))    E    ait)<pit) + ilogp)Y^rn)(pim)
t€T{n,p) teT(n,p) m\n
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by combining (2.34) and (2.35). For an upper bound we use (2.31), the con-

cavity of the logarithm and the simple identity

E    <P(t) = ntpip).
teT(n,p)

In this way we find that

(2.37) Y    b(t)<nç(p)logv(F)+   £'   *(0fl»(0log (^r) •

Now the lower bound (2.36) and the upper bound (2.37) may be taken together

to establish the inequality (2.32) in the statement of the theorem.
Our proof of (1.11) requires a simple variation of Theorem 10. Here it will

be convenient to define p(n) for n > 1 by

\P\n ^

so that

Y (p(n/m)A(m) = tp(n) log p(n).
m\n

Theorem 11. Let F be as in Theorem 9 and let p be a prime number. Then

for each positive integer n we have

(2.38) (logp)a(n)f(n) < <p(n)P log ̂ F) + a(np)tp(np) log { ^^ } ,

where the second term on the right o/(2.38) is omitted if a(np) = 0.

Proof. As before let b(n) denote the expression on the left of (2.31). By dis-
carding obviously nonnegative terms we obtain

(2.39) b(np) > a(n)<p(n)(logp) + a(np)<p(np)(lognp) - a(np)tp(np) log p(np).

If a(np) = 0 the result is now clear.  Otherwise we use the concavity of the

logarithm to conclude that

(2.40) b(np) < tp(np)logv(F) + a(np)tp(np)log\^^ .

The inequality plainly follows from (2.39) and (2.40).
Next we establish (1.5), (1.6) and a related identity.

Lemma 12. Let k' ç k be the maximum abelian subfield of k and define
J = J(k) by

J(k) = min{j>l:k'çq(^)}.

Then we have

(2.41)

oo

lim X"1       Y      ô(k\n)
X—»oo ^—'

n=X
[k(M : k]<X \,pV )
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Moreover, if c(k) is the value of the limit in (2.41) then

(2.42)

823

1
lim X-2      Y      *»(") = ïc(k<

A—»oo L—' L

[*(£„) : k]<X

and

(2.43) c(k) < C(^S3) min{[fc' : Q]2, T(/)[fc': Q], /},
C(6)

where x is the divisor function.

Proof. We begin by determining the asymptotic behavior of sums of the form

oo

W(X;J,m) =    Y    l>        m\J ■
n=X

f(n)<X
(n,J)=m

Following a method of Bateman [2] we write

Í¿iX\J,m)= Yu(n;J,rn),
n<X

where

u(n;J,m)=    Y    *>
i=x

<p(l)=n
(/,/)=«

and consider the Dirichlet series

Yuin;J,m)n-s = {Hil + <pip)-s + tpip2)-° + ...)

p\jn=X

(2.44)

n **')■p°p
pK\\m
ß<a

> <
Hf9(pß)-' + 9(pß+i)-> + ...)

pß\\J

<Pß\\m

-- \X[(i + (P-iTs(i-p-sr{)\<p{m)-s{

,p\j

Y[ii-p-Tl

P\J

= Cis) \ 11(1 -p-° + ip- 1)-°) \ tpim)-* l Hil -p-*)
U-> ) [p\i

= Ç(s)g(s;J,m).

Writing s = o + it we find that

(2.45) \ip-\)->-p-'\ = \s f  x~$-xdx
I  Jp-x

<\s\(P-1)
-(7-1
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It follows in a standard manner using (2.45) that g(s; J, m) is an analytic

function of s in the half plane 0 < a . Applying the Weiner-Ikehara theorem

(see [6]) to (2.44) we conclude that

(2.46)

luaX-xV(X;J,m) = g(l;J,m)=\\\(l +
X—»oo -{n(- pip- 1)7    <p(m)(J/m)

Since ô(k; n) = ô(k'; n) and k' ç Q(Çj) we have S(k; n) = 3(k; (n, J))
and similarly [k((,„) : k] = (p(n)/ô(k ; (n, /)). This allows us to write

oo oo

X~x      Y     ¿(k;n) = X-xY¿(k;m)       Y       l
n=X m\J n=X

,_   ._, [*({»):*]<* <p{n)<S(k;m)X
(2.47) (n,J)=m

.^S(k.m]2ÍnSik;m)X;J,m)]
-2^d(k,m) | sik;m)X /

m\J

Now (2.41) follows from (2.46) and (2.47).
Let

oo

b(k;m)=       Y      *(*:«)

[k(r")Zk]=m

and observe that

oo oo

(2.48) Y      *(")=       E      Sik;n)[kiCn):k]=Ymb(k;m).
n=X n=X m<X

(fc({„) : k)<X [k(M : k\<X

By (2.41) we have

(2.49) lim X~x Y bik;m) = cik),
X—»oo *-^

m<X

and (2.42) follows easily from (2.48) and (2.49).
We now prove the inequality (2.43). From (1.2) we have the simple bound

S(k;n)<mm{[k':®\, <p(n)}.

Using (2.41) and ö(k ; n)2 < [k' : Q]2 we obtain

-{n(>+¿=v))*-«
= C(2)C(3) 2{(6)   '      vl
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Alternatively using

Sik;n)2<[k' :Q]<pin)

we find

wste(i+^)hQis(2.51) U^      -    *"J »li {J/m)

Finally we use ¿(fc; n)2 < ^(n)2 and deduce that

1      ,\ 1 V- <Pim)<P(J/m)cik) < | n (l+
Pip-I)    [^      (Jim)

(2.52) \*J J mlJ

C(2)C(3) ^ C(2)C(3)
C(6)    ^/{m}        C(6)    ^

The estimates (2.50), (2.51) and (2.52) may be combined to establish (2.43).

3. Proof of Theorem 1

To begin with we prove (1.8) and now it will be convenient to write (2.31) as

Y^a(m)q>(m)A(n/m) - a(n)tp(n) log p(n) + ç>(n)Y,a0n)A(l)

m\n l=X

(3.1) xtlr   ,

<tp(n)logv(F) + 9(n)ô(k;n)-x £' e(n, s)log(J^^) .

We sum both sides of inequality (3.1) over the set of positive integers n such

that [k(Ç„) : k] < X where X is a sufficiently large positive parameter. In

making our estimates we employ the elementary inequalities

[k(W.k]<[k(Clm):k]<l[k(Cm):k].

We also assume that 0 < e < \ and then by the prime number theorem there
exists Y = Y(e) > 2 so that

iy(X) = Y Mn)> (1 -\e)X
n<X
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whenever X > Y. The first sum on the left of (3.1) contributes

(3.2)
oo oo oo

E   Ea(wMm)A("/m)= Ea(mM™)   E   Aw
n=X m\n

[k(r.n) : k]<X
m=X l=X

m,m) ■■ ki<x

>±aim)9im)¥{m¿m)

>(!-*«)*       E
m=X

[k((.m) : k]<X/Y

a(m)(p(m)

[k(Cm) : k]

oo S(k;m)

=(i-\e)x   y    E e(m>sy
m=X 5=1

[k(U) : kl<X/Y

The remaining terms on the left of (3.1) are

Y      \ -a(n)(p(n) logp(n) + <p(n) ¿ a(ln)A(l)
n=X

lk(M : k]<X
1=1

>-      Y     a(n)<p(n)logp(n)

lk(i") : k]<X

(3.3)
+   E

m=X
[k(U) : k]<X

oo oo

Y      Y a(ln)tfiri)Ail)
n=X 1=X

\,[k(Cn) : k]<Xln=m

= -      Y     ain)tpin)logpin)+      Y      a(w)E*'(m//)A(/)
l\m

[*(W ■ k]<x
m=X

lk(Cm) : k]<X

= 0.

On the right of (3.1) we have

(3.4) ¿       <pin)logviF) <\{l + \^j cik)X2logviF)

ik(M~k]<X

by (2.42), provided X > X0(e, k) is sufficiently large. To estimate the remain-
ing terms on the right of (3.1) we use the trivial bound

oo S(k;n) ^ S(k;n)

Y      <P(n)S(k ; n)'x Y' *(" -*) < E E e(n > s)d(®n,s) < 0(F)
n=X

[fc(C) : k]<X
5=1 n=X   5=1
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together with the monotonicity and concavity of the logarithm. It follows that

oo S(k;n)

Y     9in)Sik;n)-x£ein,s)log(^)

(3.5)

[*({„) : k]<X

<p(n)

n
n=x

< 0(F)log {3      Y
n=X

[fc({„) : k]<X

<(l + ±e)d(F)log{c(k)xl2X},

again assuming that X > Xx(e, k) is sufficiently large.  By combining (3.1),

(3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we arrive at the bound

oo S(k;n)

(l-\e)X       Y        E *("'*)
(3.6) n=X 5=1

[k(M:kl<X/Y

< i(l + iß)c(Ä:)X2logi/(F) + (1 + ±e)d(F)log{c(k)x/2X},

provided X > max{7, X0, Xx} . We also have the trivial estimate

oo S(k;n) oo S(k;n)

(l-\e)X      Y        E e(n,s)<YY[k(Cn):k] Y '("»■*)
n=X 5=1 n=X 5=1

(3.7) X/Y<[k((.„):k]

oo S(k;n)

= yE E e(n,s)d(<S>n,s)<Yd(F)<\ed(F)log{c(k)xl2X},
n=X   5=1

whenever X > X2(e, k). Finally, we add the inequalities (3.6) and (3.7). In
this way we find that

(3.8)
oo S(k;n) /        2  \  /I \

Y Y e(n,s)<[l + ^ {^c(k)Xlogv(F) + d(F)X-xlog{c(k)xl2X}} .

We choose X = (rlogr/c(k))xI2 in (3.8). If r > rx(e, k) is sufficiently large

the bound (1.8) follows easily.
We now deduce (1.7) from (1.8). Let ax, a2, ... , a m be the distinct em-

beddings of k into Q. We have

M

(3.9) f] <7m<Dn>J(x) = QHix)M»lk>n>

m=X

for each pair {n, s} , 1 < s < ô(k; n). If F(x) is given by (1.3) then G(x) =

l~lm=x amF(x) is clearly in Q[x]. Using (3.9) we have the factorization

G(X) =

where
ö(k;n)

E(n) = MÔ(k;n)~x  Y e(n's)
5=1
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and g(x) in Q[x] is not divisible by any cyclotomic polynomial. As d(G) =

Md(F) and

M

v(G)<\[u(omF) = v(F)M,
m=X

it follows that

r(0> ■max {¡5^5 •3}¿ max {^m •3}=riF) ■

If r(F) > rx(e, Q) we may apply (1.8) to the polynomial G(x) with k = Q.
We find that

oo à(k;n) oo

YMÔ(k;n)-x Y e(n,s) = YF(n)
n=X 5=1 n=X

<(l+e)d(G)
c(Q)logr(C7)y/2

r(G)       J

,(1 + e)MÖ(F)(«Z))1/2,

which is the inequality (1.7).
Throughout the remainder of this section we assume that

r = rir ) =--=r > 3,
logi/(F)

for otherwise the inequalities (1.9), (1.10) and (1.11) follow from the trivial

bound (1.4). We now prove (1.9). Let g¡(x) be the monic irreducible polyno-

mial in Q[jc] having a root at ¿;;. We have

logMft) = log/¿(Ti)
d(gi) difi)

and

difi)     [kiti):k]     [kiit) : Qtf,-)]
(3.10) Ö (ft)     [Q({«) : Q] Ik:

for each i = 1,2, ... , I. Also, if d(g¡) < r then by Dobrowolski's inequality

(2.4)
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It follows that

^L(m(i)djfi)\       (  logr  \3  ^   Zmii)difi)logpigi)\

¿Í V    dig,)    ) * vtoglogrj     tí   V d^ )
d(gi)<r

I

+ r~x   Y  m(i)9(fi)
1=1

r<d(g¡)

(3.11) /   ,_.   x3   /

«(to^)  E«WtoW»W) + W'"1
;=1

3

log piF) + diF)r
(   logr

V log logr

}Jlogu(F).« '   ^
V log log;

Now (3.10) and (3.11) taken together establish the desired inequality.

Next we prove (1.10). It will be convenient to set

(3.12) Ln = d(F)-xY    Y   "CM')"
P   t€T(n,p)

If px and p2 axe distinct primes then the sets T(n,px) and T(n,p2) are
disjoint. It follows that Ln < 1. We sum (2.32) over primes p < X where
X > 2 will be selected later. In this way we deduce the inequality

(3.13) ^

Elog^   Ea(mMw)

<*($>) logv(F) + Y   E'   «('MOIog(^) •
\p<x   ) P<xteT(n,p) \npa(t)s

If Ln = 0 then (1.10) follows trivially from (3.13) upon choosing X = 2.
Therefore we may proceed under the assumption that 0 < Ln < 1. Using the

prime number theorem and the concavity and monotonicity of the logarithm in

(3.13) we find that

xYa(m)<P(m)
m\n

(314)       <"xy+wL.iog(y: ¿z
ë [p<XteT(n, P)^L"

We select X = (F„ log/?«)1/2, where

F„ = max{4,Fn(^)log(^)},
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and the bound

(3.15) E^W«g(f)(") (¿fe)

follows easily.   Now the inequality (1.10) in the statement of Theorem 1 is

obtained by using (3.15) and Ln < 1.
Finally we prove (1.11). We set

(3.16) Mn = diFTxYa(np)<pinp)
p

and note that Mn < 1. If Mn = 0 the result follows immediately from (2.38)

with p = 2. Thus we may assume that 0 < Mn < 1. Now we sum both sides

of (2.38) over primes p < X. As before this leads to the bound

—>{(^)(ë)™'(V)}-
We select X = iS„logSn)x/2 where

It follows that

(3,7, «W«m(f)(4)1,!.

To complete the proof we use Mn < 1 and the simple bound log pin) <C

loglog20n.

4. Examples

In this section we consider the extent to which the inequalities in Theorem

1 are sharp. Plainly an improvement in Dobrowolski's bound (2.4) would lead

immediately to a corresponding improvement in (1.9). In fact Schinzel [11]

has formulated such an improvement for the restricted class of noncyclotomic
factors which are also nonreciprocal by appealing to the well-known inequality
of C. J. Smyth [13]. In general, however, the sharpness of (1.9) remains an

open problem. We therefore consider only the inequalities in Theorem 1 which

bound the multiplicities of cyclotomic factors.

We will make use of the polynomials

(4.1) FN,Kix) = Y[(xnK-iy

71=1

where N > 2 and K > 1. These were also employed by Dobrowolski [7],

at least when K = 1. We will show that the polynomials Fy^ix) have a

large number of irreducible cyclotomic factors and yet logviFNK) is relatively

small. A somewhat related problem concerning polynomials was considered in

[4].
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Lemma 13. The polynomials Fn,k satisfy

(4.2) diFNtK) = K(^ + T\ = X-KN3 + OiKN2),

(4.3) log v iFN, K) = l ÍN+I) logiN+I),

(4.4) logHiFN,K) = XjNlogN + OilogN),

Proof. Only (4.3) is nontrivial and in proving it we may clearly suppose that

K = 1. Since F^,x is monic we have uPiFNtX) = 1 at each (finite) prime p.

It remains to consider ^(Fv,.).

Let V(x) denote the (N+'l) x (N + 1) matrix V(x) = (xmn), where m =

0, 1,2, ... , N indexes rows and n = 0, 1,2, ... , N indexes columns. We

have

N-X     N N-XN-l

det(v(X)) = n n^-^)-nii*v-^
/=0 m=l+X 1=0 n=X

= flxrr)(x"-l)™-"=x(N?)FN>l(x).
n=X

By Hadamard's inequality

Voo(FN,x)=  sup  \FNtl(x)\OD=  sup  |det(F(x))|0O<(iV+l)i(JV+1).
|x|oo = l |JC|oo = 1

Let 1/v+i denote the (N + 1) x (N + 1) identity matrix. We find that

v(çN+x)V(çN+xy = (N+i)iN+x,

where F(Ç/v+i)* is the complex conjugate transpose matrix. As there is equality

in Hadamard's inequality in this case, we conclude that

v00(FN,l) = (N+l)^N+lK

This proves (4.3) and then (4.4) follows using (2.6).
The polynomials F^,k(x) clearly factor in Q[x] as

N    ( )N+l~"        NK

FN,k(x) = U\ll  *»•(*) \ = II ^mixf^ ,
n=X  (m\nK J m=X

where
N

eim)=  Y(N+l-n).
n=X

m\nK

Over an arbitrary number field k we have

NK S(k ; m)

FNjcix)=1[l   ft  <S>m,six)e{m's]
m=X    5=1
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with eim, s) = e(m) for 1 < s < ôik ; m). Now suppose that F ^ 2 mod 4,

k = Q(Cl) and therefore 7(Q(Cl)) = L. Using (1.2) we find that

ô(Q(CL);m) = [QiC(m,L)):Q] = <Piim,L)).

It follows that the constant defined by (1.5) is

p\L

Also, the total number of irreducible cyclotomic factors of Fn,k in Q(Cl)M

is

oo   <f>((m,L)) N

(4.6) Y    E   eim,s) = Y(N+l-")Y<f>ttm>L»-
m=X     5=1 n=X m\nK

From (4.2) and (4.5) we deduce that

(4.7) d(FN,K)Ç°ër^NK^     = (j)     N2logN + 0KiN2loglogN).

At this point we select K so as to satisfy (1.12).   Then it follows without
difficulty that

N

Y(N+l-n)Y<Piim,L))
n=X m\nK

(4.8)

=| f n (i - ¿) I ̂ 2iog^+okín2).

Now (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) imply that the constant c(Q(£l))1/7 which occurs on

the right of (1.8) cannot be replaced by a constant smaller than

(?TsO-£
This verifies our earlier remark concerning the sharpness of (1.8) and also, by
taking L = 1 and K = 2, that of (1.7).

Next we consider our two estimates (1.10) and (1.11) for the number of nth

roots of unity and the number of primitive nth roots of unity among the roots

of F. In our proof of Theorem 1 these were immediate consequences of the

more elaborate bounds

(4.9) YaWvW « d^ (7) (ïoffe)
m\n

and

(4,0, «(»),(.) ««(jo (SOU) (¡A.)"\

respectively. Here we will show that (4.9) and (4.10) are sharp except for a pre-

cise determination of the implied constant. We note, however, that these more
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elaborate bounds depend on considerably more information than is contained

in 0(F) and riF).

Let k be a fixed number field and let n\K with K/n <c N/logN.  The
left-hand side of (4.9) is

S(k;m) N

Y Y eim,s)di<í>miS)=Y(N+l-l)Y(P(m<
(4 11) ml"   s=x ,=x ml"

m\lK

= ^N2 + N).

In this case the quantity F„ given by (3.12) is

Ln = diFN,K)-lY E fl('M0
P   t€T{n,p)

«k-xn-3y  Y   <P(t)Y(N+l-l)
p tenn,p)   /=,

Í«k-xn-3In2y Y 9'(o+EE(Ar+1-/) E vit)
p\$teT(n,p) rt$ 1=1 t€T(n,p)

K p\1

«K-xN-x\nY(P-l))+K-lN-xY\l-    Y    *«
{     p\K J p<N [P teT(n,p)

<& N~x + nK~xN~x Y 1

p<N

«n^-1 (log TV)-1.

From Lemma 14 and the definition of R„ we have R„ «; N2(logN)~x. Thus

our bound (4.9) takes the form

ô(k;m)

Y  Y  e(m,s)d(Om,s)<^nN2,
m\n    5=1

and in view of (4.11) it cannot be substantially improved.   The analysis for

(4.10) is very similar but now we find that

S(k;n) .   .

(4.12) Y ein,s)di<¡>„,s) = ?f]-iN2 + N)
5=1

and (using (3.16))
Mn<£tp(n)K-x(logN)-x.

This leads to S„ <c TV2 (log AT)-1 and finally to

S(k;n)

(4.13) Y e(n,s)d(<¡>„,s)<<p(n)N2.
5=1

Of course (4.12) and (4.13) show that no significant improvement in (4.10) is

possible.
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